
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a manager, technical program
management. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications
and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still
be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for manager, technical program management

Generally keep engineering teams productive, escalating blockers promptly
Work with cross-functional and cross-organizational teams to define/enhance,
launch, and support products, services, or features that support strategic
business initiatives
Communicate and evangelize new platform features and services within the
region & globally, and generally act as a point of contact regarding platform
products for our business partners
Develop an understanding of various global business initiatives, objectives
and guide discussion with product teams to influence product direction for
market and operational fit
Act as a contact point for external teams when working with counterparts
around the world to plan for product launches
Structure and execute initiatives by developing project proposals,
recommendations, and planning delivery of platform products and programs
such as PS VR, Pro and the system software Beta program
Communicate platform objectives, status, expectations to global teams and
management
Create, manage, and track project schedules, processes dependencies, and
deadlines, to ensure delivery and quality of product
Work closely with business (Business Development, Marketing, Legal, Third
Party Relations, CS ) and product development (internal and/or external)
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Maintain a holistic view of product development and business direction to
appropriately consult on prioritization requests so as to deliver platform
products successfully and in the right timeframe

Qualifications for manager, technical program management

High level familiarity with data mining or machine learning
Deep experience in multiple domains critical to infotainment systems, short
range and long range wireless communication, GPS, embedded software
development, over the air software updates or configuration, in-vehicle
hardware and software development and lifecycle, and/or wireless carrier
integration
Experience in management consulting, finding and/or mitigating new classes
of vulnerabilities in information security
5+ years of experience managing technical teams who can prioritize well,
communicate clearly, and influence partner teams such as product
management, technical program management, development senior business
leaders
Managed/supported projects cross-functionally in an iterative, fast paced
environment
MS office skills particularly in advanced PowerPoint & Excel


